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Louis D. Brandeis
A Life
Schocken Books Incorporated A full-scale portrait of the early twentieth-century Supreme Court justice seeks to distinguish his personal life from his achievements as a reformer and jurist, oﬀering additional insight into his role in the development of pro bono legal
services, the creations of the Federal Reserve Act and other key legislations, and his contributions to American-Jewish aﬀairs as a practicing Zionist.

Letters of Louis D. Brandeis
Ed. by Melvin I. Urofsky and David W. Levy, 2 Vol
Louis D. Brandeis
American Prophet
Yale University Press According to Jeﬀrey Rosen, Louis D. Brandeis was “the Jewish Jeﬀerson,” the greatest critic of what he called “the curse of bigness,” in business and government, since the author of the Declaration of Independence. Published to commemorate the
hundredth anniversary of his Supreme Court conﬁrmation on June 1, 1916, Louis D. Brandeis: American Prophet argues that Brandeis was the most farseeing constitutional philosopher of the twentieth century. In addition to writing the most famous article on the right
to privacy, he also wrote the most important Supreme Court opinions about free speech, freedom from government surveillance, and freedom of thought and opinion. And as the leader of the American Zionist movement, he convinced Woodrow Wilson and the British
government to recognize a Jewish homeland in Palestine. Combining narrative biography with a passionate argument for why Brandeis matters today, Rosen explores what Brandeis, the Jeﬀersonian prophet, can teach us about historic and contemporary questions
involving the Constitution, monopoly, corporate and federal power, technology, privacy, free speech, and Zionism.

The Inception of Modern Professional Education
C. C. Langdell, 1826-1906
Univ of North Carolina Press Christopher C. Langdell (1826-1906) is one of the most inﬂuential ﬁgures in the history of American professional education. As dean of Harvard Law School from 1870 to 1895, he conceived, designed, and built the educational model that
leading professional schools in virtually all ﬁelds subsequently emulated. In this ﬁrst full-length biography of the educator and jurist, Bruce Kimball explores Langdell's controversial role in modern professional education and in jurisprudence. Langdell founded his
model on the idea of academic meritocracy. According to this principle, scholastic achievement should determine one's merit in professional life. Despite ﬁerce opposition from students, faculty, alumni, and legal professionals, he designed and instituted a formal
system of innovative policies based on meritocracy. This system's components included the admission requirement of a bachelor's degree, the sequenced curriculum and its extension to three years, the hurdle of annual examinations for continuation and graduation,
the independent career track for professional faculty, the transformation of the professional library into a scholarly resource, the inductive pedagogy of teaching from cases, the organization of alumni to support the school, and a new, highly successful ﬁnancial
strategy. Langdell's model was subsequently adopted by leading law schools, medical schools, business schools, and the schools of other professions. By the time of his retirement as dean at Harvard, Langdell's reforms had shaped the future model for professional
education throughout the United States.

The Biography Book
A Reader's Guide to Nonﬁction, Fictional, and Film Biographies of More Than 500 of the Most Fascinating Individuals of All Time
Greenwood Publishing Group Contains alphabetically arranged entries that identify and assess the biographical materials available on over ﬁve hundred notable historical ﬁgures, listing autobiography and primary sources, recommended biographies and juvenile
biographies, other biographical studies, biographical novels, ﬁctional portraits, and biographical ﬁlms and theatrical adaptations.

Intellectual Privacy
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Rethinking Civil Liberties in the Digital Age
Oxford University Press, USA Most people believe that the right to privacy is inherently at odds with the right to free speech. Courts all over the world have struggled with how to reconcile the problems of media gossip with our commitment to free and open public
debate for over a century. The rise of the Internet has made this problem more urgent. We live in an age of corporate and government surveillance of our lives. And our free speech culture has created an anything-goes environment on the web, where oﬀensive and
hurtful speech about others is rife. How should we think about the problems of privacy and free speech? In Intellectual Privacy, Neil Richards oﬀers a diﬀerent solution, one that ensures that our ideas and values keep pace with our technologies. Because of the
importance of free speech to free and open societies, he argues that when privacy and free speech truly conﬂict, free speech should almost always win. Only when disclosures of truly horrible information are made (such as sex tapes) should privacy be able to trump
our commitment to free expression. But in sharp contrast to conventional wisdom, Richards argues that speech and privacy are only rarely in conﬂict. America's obsession with celebrity culture has blinded us to more important aspects of how privacy and speech ﬁt
together. Celebrity gossip might be a price we pay for a free press, but the privacy of ordinary people need not be. True invasions of privacy like peeping toms or electronic surveillance will rarely merit protection as free speech. And critically, Richards shows how most
of the law we enact to protect online privacy pose no serious burden to public debate, and how protecting the privacy of our data is not censorship. More fundamentally, Richards shows how privacy and free speech are often essential to each other. He explains the
importance of 'intellectual privacy,' protection from surveillance or interference when we are engaged in the processes of generating ideas - thinking, reading, and speaking with conﬁdantes before our ideas are ready for public consumption. In our digital age, in which
we increasingly communicate, read, and think with the help of technologies that track us, increased protection for intellectual privacy has become an imperative. What we must do, then, is to worry less about barring tabloid gossip, and worry much more about
corporate and government surveillance into the minds, conversations, reading habits, and political beliefs of ordinary people. A timely and provocative book on a subject that aﬀects us all, Intellectual Privacy will radically reshape the debate about privacy and free
speech in our digital age.

Other People's Money
And how the Bankers Use it
Martino Publishing Reprint. Originally published in New York: F.A. Stokes, c1914. xv, 223 p. The book was based on the revelations of the House of Representatives' Pujo Committee about the predatory practices of J. P. Morgan and other big bankers. "Other People's
Money" inﬂuenced both Woodrow Wilson's New Freedom agenda and Franklin Roosevelt's New Deal. It also oﬀers valuable lessons for today.

Arts and Crafts Architecture
History and Heritage in New England
University Press of New England This book oﬀers the ﬁrst full-scale examination of the architecture associated with the Arts and Crafts movement that spread throughout New England at the turn of the twentieth century. Although interest in the Arts and Crafts
movement has grown since the 1970s, the literature on New England has focused on craft production. Meister traces the history of the movement from its origins in mid-nineteenth-century England to its arrival in the United States and describes how Boston architects
including H. H. Richardson embraced its tenets in the 1870s and 1880s. She then turns to the next generation of designers, examining buildings by twelve of the region's most prominent architects, eleven men and a woman, who assumed leadership roles in the Society
of Arts and Crafts, founded in Boston in 1897. Among them are Ralph Adams Cram, Lois Lilley Howe, Charles Maginnis, and H. Langford Warren. They promoted designs based on historical precedent and the region's heritage while encouraging well-executed ornament.
Meister also discusses revered cultural personalities who inﬂuenced the architects, notably Ralph Waldo Emerson and art historian Charles Eliot Norton, as well as contemporaries who shared their concerns, such as Louis Brandeis. Conservative though the architects
were in the styles they favored, they also were forward-looking, blending Arts and Crafts values with Progressive Era idealism. Open to new materials and building types, they made lasting contributions, with many of their designs now landmarks honored in cities and
towns across New England.

Zionism and the Arabs
An American Jewish Dilemma, 1898-1948
Greenwood Publishing Group How have American Zionists maintained the delicate balance between their Americanism and their Zionism? How did they, as Americans, support the principle of democracy and at the same time, as Jews, support the creation of a Jewish
homeland despite the pre-1948 Arab majority in Palestine? Looking at America-Holy Land relations during the years prior to the establishment of the state of Israel, Medoﬀ explores this crucial question of American Jewish identity. Using original, previously unpublished
archival material, this study presents an engaging account of a dilemma that is still very much an issue in today's political climate.

Louis D. Brandeis
Justice for the People
Louis D. Brandeis (1856-1941) played a role in almost every important social and economic movement during his long life: trade unionism, trust busting, progressivism, woman suﬀrage, scientiﬁc management, expansion of civil liberties, hours, wages, and
unemployment legislation, Wilson's New Freedom, Roosevelt's New Deal. He invented savings bank life insurance and the preferential union shop, became known as the "People's Attorney," and altered American jurisprudence as a lawyer and Supreme Court judge.
Brandeis led American Zionism from 1914 through 1921 and again from 1930 until his death. He earned over two million dollars practicing law between 1878 and 1916 and used his wealth to foster public causes. He was adviser to leaders from Robert La Follette to
Frances Perkins, William McAdoo to Franklin Roosevelt, Woodrow Wilson to Harry Truman. This lively account of Brandeis's life and legacy, based on ten years of research in sources not available to previous biographers, reveals much that is new and gives fuller
context to personal and historical events. The most signiﬁcant revelations have to do with his intellectual development. That Brandeis opposed political and economic "bigness" and excessive concentration of wealth is well known. What was not known prior to Strum's
research is how far Brandeis carried his beliefs, becoming committed to the goals of worker participation--the sharing of proﬁts and decision making by workers in "manageable"-sized ﬁrms. So it happened that the man who was sometimes dismissed as an outmoded
horse-and-buggy liberal championed a cause too radical even for the New Deal braintrusters who were quick to follow his advice in other areas Strum charts Brandeis's development as a kind of industrial-era Jeﬀersonian deeply inﬂuenced by the classical ideals of
Periclean Athens. She shows that this was the source not only of his vision of a democracy based on a human-scaled polis, but also of his sudden emergence, in his late ﬁfties, as the leading American Zionist: he had come to regard Palestine as the locus of a new
Athens. And later, on the Supreme Court, this Athenian conception of human potential took justice Brandeis beyond even Justice Holmes in the determined use of judicial power to protect civil liberties and democracy in an industrialized society.
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United States Jewry, 1776-1985
Wayne State University Press The third volume covers the period from 1860 to 1920, beginning with the Jews, slavery, and the Civil War, and concluding with the rise of Reform Judaism as well as the increasing spirit of secularization that characterized emancipated,
prosperous, liberal Jewry before it was confronted by a rising tide of American anti-Semitism in the 1920s.

Brandeis and the Progressive Constitution
Erie, the Judicial Power, and the Politics of the Federal Courts in Twentieth-century America
Yale University Press During the twentieth century, and particularly between the 1930s and 1950s, ideas about the nature of constitutional government, the legitimacy of judicial lawmaking, and the proper role of the federal courts evolved and shifted. This book
focuses on Supreme Court justice Louis D. Brandeis and his opinion in the 1938 landmark case Erie Railroad Co. v. Tompkins, which resulted in a signiﬁcant relocation of power from federal to state courts. Distinguished legal historian Edward A. Purcell, Jr., shows how
the Erie case provides a window on the legal, political, and ideological battles over the federal courts in the New Deal era. Purcell also oﬀers an in-depth study of Brandeis's constitutional jurisprudence and evolving legal views. Examining the social origins and intended
signiﬁcance of the Erie decision, Purcell concludes that the case was a product of early twentieth-century progressivism. The author explores Brandeis's personal values and political purposes and argues that the justice was an exemplar of neither "judicial restraint"
nor "neutral principles," despite his later reputation. In an analysis of the continual reconceptions of both Brandeis and Erie by new generations of judges and scholars in the twentieth century, Purcell also illuminates how individual perspectives and social pressures
combined to drive the law's evolution.

People's Lawyers: Crusaders for Justice in American History
Crusaders for Justice in American History
Routledge Throughout America's history, lawyers with a crusading zeal have, through their moral stance, intellectual integrity, and sheer brilliance, made use of the law to ﬁght social injustice. In short biographical chapters, the authors tell the stories of ten of these
lawyers. Some are well known: Thurgood Marshall; William Kunstler; Louis Brandeis; Morris Dees; Clarence Darrow; and Ralph Nader. Others are not so well known, but deserve to be. All are fascinating and inﬂuential attorneys, and examination of their lives illuminates
key issues in American history. An annotated bibliography; a chronology of the person's life and work; and a helpful table detailing their most prominent cases accompany each chapter.

Civic Passions
ReadHowYouWant.com A gripping and inspiring book, Civic Passions examines innovative leadership in periods of crisis in American history. Starting from the late nineteenth century, when respected voices warned that America was on the brink of collapse, Cecelia
Tichi explores the wisdom of practical visionaries who were confronted with a series of social, political, and ﬁnancial upheavals that, in certain respects, seem eerily similar to modern times. The United States--then, as now--was riddled with political corruption,
ﬁnancial panics, social disruption, labor strife, and bourgeois inertia. Drawing on a wealth of evocative personal accounts, biographies, and archival material, Tichi brings seven iconoclastic individuals from the Gilded Age back to life. We meet physician Alice Hamilton,
theologian Walter Rauschenbusch, jurist Louis D. Brandeis, consumer advocate Florence Kelley, anti lynching activist Ida B. Wells-Barnett, economist John R. Commons, and child-welfare advocate Julia Lathrop. Bucking the status quo of the Gilded Age as well as middleclass complacency, these reformers tirelessly garnered popular support as they championed progressive solutions to seemingly intractable social problems. Civic Passions is a provocative and powerfully written social history, a collection of mini biographies, and a
user's manual on how a generation of social reformers can turn peril into progress with fresh, workable ideas. Together, these narratives of advocacy provide a stunning precedent of progressive action and show how citizen-activists can engage the problems of the age
in imaginative ways. While oﬀering useful models to encourage the nation in a newly progressive direction, Civic Passions reminds us that one determined individual can make a diﬀerence.

Jews and American Public Life
Essays on American Jewish History and Politics
Academic Studies PRess Over a career spanning forty years, David G. Dalin has written extensively about the role of American Jews in public life, from the nation’s founding, to presidential appointments of Jews, to lobbying for the welfare of Jews abroad, to Jewish
prominence in government, philanthropy, intellectual life, and sports, and their one-time prominence in the Republican Party. His work on the separation of Church and State and a prescient 1980 essay about the limits of free speech and the goal of Neo-Nazis to stage
a march in Skokie, Illinois, are especially noteworthy. Here for the ﬁrst time are a collection of sixteen of his essays which portray American Jews who have left their mark on American public life and politics.

Prelude to Catastrophe
FDR's Jews and the Menace of Nazism
Rowman & Littleﬁeld Looks at the relationship Franklin D. Roosevelt had with a variety of inﬂuential Jews and examines their actions and inactions regarding the Jewish Holocaust in Euorpe during World War II.

American Zionism from Herzl to the Holocaust
Plunkett Lake Press/University of Nebraska Press This eBook is a co-edition Plunkett Lake Press/University of Nebraska Press. Vienna journalist Theodore Herzl realized that anti-Semitism, dramatically illustrated by the Dreyfus Aﬀair in 1890s France, would never be
stemmed by the attempts of Jews to assimilate. The publication of his Der Judenstaat in 1896 began the political movement for a Jewish homeland in Palestine. It caught on in Europe but was moribund in the United States until World War I. Urofsky shows how the
Zionist movement was Americanized by Louis D. Brandeis and other reformers. He portrays the disputes between assimilationist and conservative Jews and the diﬃculties impeding the movement until Arab riots in Palestine, British treachery, and the Nazi horrors of
World War II reunited American Jewry. American Zionism from Herzl to the Holocaust won the Jewish Book Council’s Morris J. Kaplun Award in 1976. “One of the most important books in the ﬁeld of American-Jewish history to appear in years. Superbly researched and
written, it is a major contribution to the understanding of the paradoxical weaknesses and strengths of American Zionism in our time... This book belongs in any collection of works on American Jewry, world Jewry, American foreign aﬀairs or Israeli-Arab conﬂict
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background.” — Choice “How American Zionism, culturally so diﬀerent from European Zionism, helped create the movement as a political power is the theme of this absorbing history. It is must reading for anyone who would understand American foreign policy
involvements in the Middle East.” — Christian Science Monitor “[Urofsky’s] study is a ﬁrst-rate piece of work.” — David Singer, Commentary Magazine “[Urofsky] has relied on an impressive array of primary source material including archival and manuscript collections,
newspapers, magazines, and the reports of Zionist congresses and conventions. They emerge from his pen as a coherent, readable and, oft times, fascinating whole... In a fascinating and readable style he focuses on the most interesting events and personalities... He
has succeeded in adroitly molding innumerable facts and details into a cohesive and coherent body of material... a signiﬁcant addition to the study of American Zionism.” — Deborah E. Lipstadt, Jewish Social Studies “[A] well-written, penetrating narrative... Much of
what he discusses — how Brandeis fused Zionism with Americanism, the ﬁght for communal power between the wealthy stewards of the American Jewish Committee and the recent immigrants, the part played by the Americans in the Balfour Declaration negotiations,
the rift between the Weizmann and Brandeis factions — has been told before. But Urofsky’s data, gleaned from numerous manuscript collections, and his skillful collation of far-ﬂung monographic material have put a deﬁnitive stamp on a long-needed synthetic history
of those events.” — Naomi W. Cohen, The Journal of American History “Melvin I. Urofsky argues in this, the most complete analysis yet published of American Zionism, that the most sensible perspective for understanding American Zionism is American history.” —
Edward S. Shapiro, American Jewish Historical Quarterly “American Zionism from Herzl to the Holocaust is a monument to the interplay between the Zionism of America and that of Europe, resulting in the creation of a thoroughly American movement with worldwide
inﬂuence... Urofsky’s thesis is both convincing and thoroughly supported.” — Peter S. Margolis, H-Judaic

F. W. Taylor
Critical Evaluations in Business and Management
Taylor & Francis Following the volumes on Henri Fayol, this next mini-set in the series focuses on F.W. Taylor, the initiator of "scientiﬁc management". Taylor set out to transform what had previously been a crude art form in to a ﬁrm body of knowledge.

Earnest Endeavors
The Life and Public Work of George Rublee
Greenwood Publishing Group The ﬁrst biography of George Rublee (1868-1957), an eastern establishment lawyer who made a signiﬁcant contribution to economic reform legislation during the progressive era, as well as to a number of international events from 1917 to
1939.

The White Court
Justices, Rulings, and Legacy
ABC-CLIO An in-depth examination of the U.S. Supreme Court under the 11-year reign of Chief Justice Edward Douglass White. * A–Z entries on key people, laws, cases, events, and concepts such as Oliver Wendell Holmes, Hipolite Egg Co. v. United States, and Standard
Oil of New Jersey v. United States * Appendix with excerpts from primary documents of key cases decided during the White Court tenure

Jewish American Chronology
Chronologies of the American Mosaic
ABC-CLIO This comprehensive and analytical history of American Jews and Judaism from the Colonial Era to the present explores the impact of America on Jews and of Jews on America. * Hundreds of entries, organized chronologically, explain and analyze America's
impact on Judaism and Jews, and Jews' impact on America * Photographs of individuals, businesses, synagogues, and orphans' homes, striking workers, suﬀragettes, and statuary with explanatory labels * Dozens of glossary entries that deﬁne and clarify key terms from
"anti-Semitism" to "Zionism," as well as historical jargon like "colonial charters" and "established churches" * A select bibliography of books, journals, and web pages guides the reader in further study

The American Presidents
Critical Essays
Routledge First Published in 2000. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa company.

The Aﬃrmative Action Puzzle
A Living History from Reconstruction to Today
Pantheon A rich, multifaceted history of aﬃrmative action from the Civil Rights Act of 1866 through today’s tumultuous times From acclaimed legal historian, author of a biography of Louis Brandeis (“Remarkable” —Anthony Lewis, The New York Review of Books,
“Deﬁnitive”—Jeﬀrey Rosen, The New Republic) and Dissent and the Supreme Court (“Riveting”—Dahlia Lithwick, The New York Times Book Review), a history of aﬃrmative action from its beginning with the Civil Rights Act of 1866 to the ﬁrst use of the term in 1935
with the enactment of the National Labor Relations Act (the Wagner Act) to 1961 and John F. Kennedy’s Executive Order 10925, mandating that federal contractors take “aﬃrmative action” to ensure that there be no discrimination by “race, creed, color, or national
origin” down to today’s American society. Melvin Urofsky explores aﬃrmative action in relation to sex, gender, and education and shows that nearly every public university in the country has at one time or another instituted some form of aﬃrmative action plan--some
successful, others not. Urofsky traces the evolution of aﬃrmative action through labor and the struggle for racial equality, writing of World War I and the exodus that began when some six million African Americans moved northward between 1910 and 1960, one of the
greatest internal migrations in the country’s history. He describes how Harry Truman, after becoming president in 1945, fought for Roosevelt’s Fair Employment Practice Act and, surprising everyone, appointed a distinguished panel to serve as the President’s
Commission on Civil Rights, as well as appointing the ﬁrst black judge on a federal appeals court in 1948 and, by executive order later that year, ordering full racial integration in the armed forces. In this important, ambitious, far-reaching book, Urofsky writes about
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the aﬃrmative action cases decided by the Supreme Court: cases that either upheld or struck down particular plans that aﬀected both governmental and private entities. We come to fully understand the societal impact of aﬃrmative action: how and why it has helped,
and inﬂamed, people of all walks of life; how it has evolved; and how, and why, it is still needed.

The House of Truth
A Washington Political Salon and the Foundations of American Liberalism
Oxford University Press In 1912, a group of ambitious young men, including future Supreme Court justice Felix Frankfurter and future journalistic giant Walter Lippmann, became disillusioned by the sluggish progress of change in the Taft Administration. The
individuals started to band together informally, joined initially by their enthusiasm for Theodore Roosevelt's Bull Moose campaign. They self-mockingly called the 19th Street row house in which they congregated the "House of Truth," playing oﬀ the lively dinner
discussions with frequent guest (and neighbor) Oliver Wendell Holmes, Jr. about life's verities. Lippmann and Frankfurter were house-mates, and their frequent guests included not merely Holmes but Louis Brandeis, Herbert Hoover, Herbert Croly - founder of the New
Republic - and the sculptor (and sometime Klansman) Gutzon Borglum, later the creator of the Mount Rushmore monument. Weaving together the stories and trajectories of these varied, fascinating, combative, and sometimes contradictory ﬁgures, Brad Snyder shows
how their thinking about government and policy shifted from a ﬁrm belief in progressivism - the belief that the government should protect its workers and regulate monopolies - into what we call liberalism - the belief that government can improve citizens' lives without
abridging their civil liberties and, eventually, civil rights. Holmes replaced Roosevelt in their aﬀections and aspirations. His famous dissents from 1919 onward showed how the Due Process clause could protect not just business but equality under the law, revealing how
a generally conservative and reactionary Supreme Court might embrace, even initiate, political and social reform. Across the years, from 1912 until the start of the New Deal in 1933, the remarkable group of individuals associated with the House of Truth debated the
future of America. They fought over Sacco and Vanzetti's innocence; the dangers of Communism; the role the United States should play the world after World War One; and thought dynamically about things like about minimum wage, child-welfare laws, banking
insurance, and Social Security, notions they not only envisioned but worked to enact. American liberalism has no single source, but one was without question a row house in Dupont Circle and the lives that intertwined there at a crucial moment in the country's history.

Letters of Louis D. Brandeis
Suny Press During his long career of public service, ﬁrst as a reform-minded lawyer and later as an associate justice of the Supreme Court of the United States, Louis Dembitz Brandeis (1856-1941) had a profound inﬂuence upon American life in this century. In the
words of Max Lerner: "Years from now, when historians can look back and put our time into perspective, they will say that one of its towering ﬁgures--more truly great than generals and diplomats, business giants and labor giants, bigger than most of our presidents-was a man called Brandeis." Other respected authorities have asserted that, except for John Marshall and Oliver Wendell Holmes, no jurist has exerted so broad and enduring inﬂuence upon American jurisprudence as Brandeis. Now assembled for the ﬁrst time and
planned for publication in a ﬁve-volume series are the Brandeis letters. In Vol. 1, (1870-1907): Urban Reformer, are letters written by Brandeis during his ﬁrst years as a lawyer and social activist. They illuminate, in a day to day way, seemingly small areas of social
action which are rarely documented and are so often lost in historical haze. They show what liberal reformers were thinking and doing in the Progressive Era and reveal the techniques, tactics, and strategies they employed in working within the system to ﬁnd solutions
to the human and urban problems of their day. In the process, they focus on many problems of contemporary concern and furnish insights into ways of organizing citizen pressure to eﬀect social change.

Energy Follies
Missteps, Fiascos, and Successes of America's Energy Policy
Cambridge University Press Conversations about energy law and policy are paramount, undergoing new scrutiny and characterizations. Energy Follies: Missteps, Fiascos, and Successes of America's Energy Policy explores how a century of energy policies, rather than
solving our energy problems, often made them worse; how Congress and other federal agencies grappled with remedying seemingly myopic past decisions. Sam Kalen and Robert R. Nordhaus investigate how misguided or nave energy policy decisions caused or
contributed to past energy crises, and how it took years to unwind their eﬀects. This work recounts the decades-long struggles to move to market supply and pricing policies for oil and natural gas in order to make competition work in the electric power industry and to
tame emissions from the coal ﬂeet left to us by the 1970s coal policies. These historic policies continue to present struggles, and this book reﬂects on how future challenges ought to learn from our past mistakes.

A Class by Herself
Protective Laws for Women Workers, 1890s–1990s
Princeton University Press A Class by Herself explores the historical role and inﬂuence of protective legislation for American women workers, both as a step toward modern labor standards and as a barrier to equal rights. Spanning the twentieth century, the book
tracks the rise and fall of women-only state protective laws—such as maximum hour laws, minimum wage laws, and night work laws—from their roots in progressive reform through the passage of New Deal labor law to the feminist attack on single-sex protective laws
in the 1960s and 1970s. Nancy Woloch considers the network of institutions that promoted women-only protective laws, such as the National Consumers' League and the federal Women's Bureau; the global context in which the laws arose; the challenges that
proponents faced; the rationales they espoused; the opposition that evolved; the impact of protective laws in ever-changing circumstances; and their dismantling in the wake of Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964. Above all, Woloch examines the constitutional
conversation that the laws provoked—the debates that arose in the courts and in the women's movement. Protective laws set precedents that led to the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 and to current labor law; they also sustained a tradition of gendered law that
abridged citizenship and impeded equality for much of the century. Drawing on decades of scholarship, institutional and legal records, and personal accounts, A Class by Herself sets forth a new narrative about the tensions inherent in women-only protective labor laws
and their consequences.

American Reformers, 1870-1920
Progressives in Word and Deed
Rowman & Littleﬁeld In this new engaging work, historian Steven L. Piott explores the fascinating and provocative lives of twelve inﬂuential American reformers of the Gilded Age, Populist, and Progressive eras. From Ida B. Wells to Louis Brandeis, Jane Addams to
Charles Macune, Piott examines the diversity of ideas and approaches that characterized this dynamic period. He links these men and women together in the greater context of the reform era and explores the social ideologies that united the reform spirit in America
following Reconstruction. Designed with students in mind, American Reformers provides a thought-provoking introduction to some of the most inﬂuential and forward-thinking minds of the reform era.
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The Selling of Supreme Court Nominees
JHU Press In The Selling of Supreme Court Nominees, Maltese traces the evolution of the contentious and controversial conﬁrmation process awaiting today's nominees to the nation's highest court. His story begins in the second half of the nineteenth century, when
social and technological changes led to the rise of organized interest groups. Despite occasional victories, Maltese explains, structural factors limited the inﬂuence of such groups well into this century. Until 1913, senators were not popularly elected but chosen by
state legislatures, undermining the potent threat of electoral retaliation that interest groups now enjoy. And until Senate rules changed in 1929, consideration of Supreme Court nominees took place in almost absolute secrecy. Floor debates and the ﬁnal Senate vote
usually took place in executive session. Even if interest groups could retaliate against senators, they often did not know whom to retaliate against.

Holmes and Frankfurter
Their Correspondence, 1912-1934
UPNE The ﬁrst publication of an extensive correspondence between two of the century's greatest American jurists.

Historical Dictionary of Zionism
Routledge The Jewish attachment to Zion is many centuries old. Although the modern Zionist movement was organized only a little more than a century ago, the roots of the Zionist idea reach back almost 4,000 years, to the day that the biblical patriarch Abraham left
his home in Ur of the Chaldees to settle in the promised land The Historical Dictionary of Zionism is an excellent source of information on Zionism, its founders and leaders, its various strands and organizations, major events in its struggle, and its present status. By
showing the movement's strengths and weaknesses, it also acts as a corrective to overly idealistic comments by its supporters and the wilder claims of its opponents. A much more realistic understanding is oﬀered in the Introduction, which presents and explains the
movement; the Chronology, which shows its historic progression; the Dictionary, which includes numerous entries on crucial persons, organizations and events; and the Bibliography, which points the way to further reading.

The A to Z of Zionism
Scarecrow Press The Jewish attachment to Zion is many centuries old. While the modern Zionist movement was organized a little more than a century ago, the roots of the Zionist idea reach back close to 4,000 years ago, to the day that the biblical patriarch Abraham
left his home in Ur of the Chaldees to settle in the Promised Land, where the Jewish state subsequently arose. From that day to the establishing of the state of Israel in 1948, the Jewish people have been in a constant struggle to either regain or maintain their
homeland. Although 60 years have now passed since the establishment of Israel, many of the political and religious factions that made up the Zionist movement in the pre-state era remain active. The A to Z of Zionism_through its chronology, maps, introductory essay,
bibliography, and over 200 cross-referenced dictionary entries on crucial persons, organizations, and events_is a valuable contribution to the appreciation for both the diversity and consensus that characterize the Zionist experience.

Gentlemen Bankers
The World of J. P. Morgan
Harvard University Press Gentlemen Bankers focuses on the social and economic circles of one of America’s most renowned and inﬂuential ﬁnanciers, J. P. Morgan, to tell a closely focused story of how economic and political interests intersected with personal rivalries
and friendships among the Wall Street aristocracy during the ﬁrst half of the twentieth century.

Antisemitism Before and Since the Holocaust
Altered Contexts and Recent Perspectives
Springer Divided into ﬁve discrete sections, this book examines the issue of Holocaust denial, and in some cases "Holocaust inversion" in North America, Europe, and the Middle East and its relationship to the history of antisemitism before and since the Holocaust. It
thus oﬀers both a historical and contemporary perspective. This volume includes observations by leading scholars, delivering powerful, even controversial essays by scholars who are reporting from the ‘frontline.’ It oﬀers a discussion on the relationship between
Christianity and Islam, as well as the historical and contemporary issues of antisemitism in the USA, Europe, and the Middle East. This book explores how all of these issues contribute consciously or otherwise to contemporary antisemitism. The chapters of this volume
do not necessarily provide a unity of argument – nor should they. Instead, they expose the plurality of positions within the academy and reﬂect the robust discussions that occur on the subject.

Immigration, Ideology, and Public Activity from an American Jewish Perspective
A Journey across Three Continents
BRILL Zohar Segev’s book Immigration, Ideology, and Public Activity from an American Jewish Perspective follows four Zionist leaders in the mid-twentieth century. Following the paths of Tartakower, Kubovy, Akzin and Robinson reveals the multifaceted nature of
modern Jewish history in the mid-twentieth century.
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Rethinking the Great Writ of Liberty
NYU Press Habeas Corpus is the process by which state prisoners—particularly those on death row—appeal to federal courts to have their convictions overturned. Its proper role in our criminal justice system has always been hotly contested, especially in the wake of
1996 legislation curtailing the ability of prisoners to appeal their sentences. In this timely volume, Eric M. Freedman reexamines four of the Supreme Court’s most important habeas corpus rulings: one by Chief Justice John Marshall in 1807 concerning Aaron Burr’s
conspiracy, two arising from the traumatic national events of the 1915 Leo Frank case and the 1923 cases growing out of murderous race riots in Elaine County, Arkansas, and one case from 1953 that dramatized some of the ugliest features of the Southern justice of
the period. In each instance, Freeman uncovers new original sources and tells the stories of the cases through such documents as the Justices’ draft opinions and the memos of law clerk William H. Rehnquist. In bracing and accessible language, Freedman then presents
an interpretation that rewrites the conventional view. Building on these results, he challenges legalistic limits on habeas corpus and demonstrates how a vigorous writ is central to implementing the fundamental conceptions of individual liberty and constrained
government power that underlie the Constitution.

Dissent and the Supreme Court
Its Role in the Court's History and the Nation's Constitutional Dialogue
Vintage In his major work, acclaimed historian and judicial authority Melvin Urofsky examines the great dissents throughout the Court's long history. Constitutional dialogue is one of the ways in which we as a people reinvent and reinvigorate our democratic society.
The Supreme Court has interpreted the meaning of the Constitution, acknowledged that the Court's majority opinions have not always been right, and initiated a critical discourse about what a particular decision should mean before fashioning subsequent decisions-largely through the power of dissent. Urofsky shows how the practice grew slowly but steadily, beginning with the infamous and now overturned case of Dred Scott v. Sandford (1857) during which Chief Justice Roger Taney's opinion upheld slavery and ending with the
present age of incivility, in which reasoned dialogue seems less and less possible. Dissent on the court and oﬀ, Urofsky argues in this major work, has been a crucial ingredient in keeping the Constitution alive and must continue to be so.

Milestone Documents of American Leaders
Exploring the Primary Sources of Notable Americans
Schlager Group Incorporated The second title in the ground-breaking Milestone Document series, this new set pairs primary source texts with expert analysis by esteemed historians. Milestone Documents of American Leaders features important full-text sources
written by presidents, jurists, legislators and other inﬂuential people who helped shape the nation.

The Supreme Court Under Edward Douglass White, 1910-1921
Univ of South Carolina Press This volume chronicles a transformation in American jurisprudence that mirrored the widespread political, economic and social upheavals of the early 20th century. White's tenure coincided with a shift from a rural to an urban society and
the emergence of the US as a world power.

Supreme Court Justices: Illustrated Biographies
CQ Press Presents a biography of every Supreme Court justice from John Jay to Elena Kagan, proﬁling the main realm of each judge's jurisprudence, the major cases in his or her tenure, and relationships developed with other members of the Court.
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